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Around the World in 80 Days - Select Competencies
Some select Quebec Competencies found in this guide are:

Cross-Curricular
Uses information
Uses creativity
Exercises critical judgment
Adopts effective work methods
Uses information and communications technologies

English Language Arts
Reads and listens to written, spoken and media texts
Represents his/her literacy in different media
Uses language to communicate and to learn

History and Citizenship Education
Constructs his/her representation of space, time, and society
Understands the organization of a society in its territory
Interprets change in a society and its territory
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Around the World in 80 Days– Cross-Curricular Themes and Concepts
Below is a list of themes and concepts from Around the World in 80 Days.
With your students in pairs, assign them each a theme or concept to research. Each pair will go up to the board
and write a definition for their concept. When complete, go around the class and discuss each theme or concept, beginning with the definition being read and explained by the pair.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Imagination
Colonial History
Travel
Adventure
Cultures
Perseverance
Selflessness
Victorian era

Some questions to help with the discussion:
»» What is the meaning of the following word? (Do your research!)
»» Do you agree with that meaning or is it outdated?
»» Can you think of an example of it?
»» A lot of these terms interrelate, can you provide an example of some that interrelate and how?
To further enhance your students understanding of the themes/concepts in Around the World in 80 Days place
them in small groups and assign each a theme/concept to research and explore. While exploring their theme/
concept, they should focus on finding real-life examples (from reputable sources) of how the theme/concept
can be seen from different perspectives (for example: pros and cons for selflessness).
Each group will discuss the examples they have found and will brainstorm the pros and cons of the theme/
concept.

Alternate Activity: Random Theme
On separate pieces of paper, write down each theme and concept listed above and place them in a hat. Students will then pick a theme/concept out of the hat (have them write down what they pulled out and then
place the original back in the hat for other students).
Once everyone has pulled out a theme/concept, they will then get more acquainted with it by exploring it
through creative writing. For instance, if a student pulled out “colonial history” they may choose to write an
interview with a historian. It’s entirely up to them and how creative they can be!
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Around the World in 80 Days – Vocabulary Game
Before attending Around the World in 80 Days, help familiarize your students with some of the vocabulary from
the play by asking them (in pairs or small groups) to research definitions for the following. This page is
designed for you to print out so that students can use it to fill in their research.

Anatomy

Wardrobe

Deliberate

Fanciful

Aforementioned

Heirloom

Rogue

Sutter

Calamities

Wretched

Entanglements

Ballast
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Around the World in 80 Days – Cross-Curricular Q&A
The following questions will assist in preparing your students for their viewing of Around the World in 80 Days.
Each question has a theme or concept in it from the play. The question(s) related to it begin to tie the theme/
concept with the content of Around the World in 80 Days.
Ask students to answer the random question they are given. Unless specifically indicated, their response can
be in either the written form or via art piece. They can be as creative as they wish to get their point across and
should not be restricted by type of art or genre of writing.
Imagination - Where would you go in the world, if money were no object? Use your imagination and write a
travel review (with pictures!) of where you would travel in the world if money were no object.
Perseverance – What does it mean to persevere? Can you think of anyone who has had to persevere? Research
a historical figure that has had to persevere and write a short paper describing what they went through. End
your paper by putting yourself in their shoes and what you would have done to persevere.
Sixth Sense – In the play, Fix is convinced that he has a “sixth sense and is a master of disguise”. What is a sixth
sense? Do you think sixth exist? Do you think you have a sixth sense?
Adventures – A large part of Around the World in 80 Days is the adventure. Where will they travel next? Will
they make the train? Who will they meet in their next location? Plan your own adventure, perhaps it involves
travel or being in the amazon jungle. It is up to you to define adventure as you see it and to plan your trip accordingly. Have fun!
Anatomy of Mr Phileas Fogg – Read the below description of Mr. Phileas Fogg to your class (or you can have
students pair up to do this). Have them draw a portrait of Mr. Phileas Fogg based on his description. You may
want to remind your students that Mr. Phileas Fogg is a gentleman in the late 1800’s. When done, place their
portraits around the classroom and after the play have students vote on which portrait was closest to being
accurate.
Description of Mr. Phileas Fogg:
Figure tall and well-proportioned		
Fine handsome features			
Forehead neat and smooth			
Face a little pale				
An English gentleman				

About forty years of age
Hair and whiskers light
A clear eye
Magnificent teeth
A true English gentleman

Colonial History – What is colonialism? Does it still exist? Is colonialism good or bad? Write a short opinionbased paper sharing your thoughts on colonialism – don’t forget to do your research!
A tale of mishaps, calamities and adventures – The narrator describes Fogg and Passe’s travels as a ‘tale of
mishaps, calamities, and adventures’. How would you describe a ‘tale of mishaps, calamities and adventures’?
Can you think of any examples? Write a short story that the narrator would describe as a ‘tale of mishaps, calamities, and adventures’.
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Around the World in 80 Days – A Review
After seeing Around the World in 80 Days, discuss it with your class.
Some questions to help prompt discussion:
»» Did they enjoy the play?
»» What was the general feeling of the play?
»» Who was their favourite character? Why?
»» Did they have a favourite or least favourite scene? Why?
»» What types of reactions did you have to the play? Did it seem realistic?
»» Did any scenes or moments in the play stand out? Why or why not?
With the initial impressions of the play explored, move the discussion a bit deeper.
Some questions to ask:
»» What was Around the World in 80 Days about? Describe.
»» What was the main concept or point of Around the World in 80 Days? Explain.
»» Can you relate to the concept of Around the World in 80 Days?
»» Did Around the World in 80 Days seem like a believable real-life story to you? Why or why not?
»» Did you like that there were only three actors doing all of the difference characters in the play? Was it
believable?
»» Which location was your favourite? Describe.
»» What did you like about the physicality in the play? How did it help when changing from location to
location?
After the discussion, ask students to write a review of Around the World in 80 Days. Instead of writing a traditional review, ask them to take a creative writing approach to their review. For instance, their review could be
written in poetry form, as a memoir, as a script for a television show or as newspaper article from 1872. It is up
to them to be as creative as possible while still writing a play summary.

Extension Activity: Create your own Telegram
You may recall that Fix keeps trying to get a warrant via telegram but most likely your students have never
even heard of a telegram.
As a class, research telegrams from definition to uses to how to read them.
Some resources:
https://targetstudy.com/languages/english/telegram-writing.html
http://www.telegraph-office.com/pages/telegram.html
http://www.telegramstop.com/stumped.mvc.aspx
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/0/ww1/25232798
Once they understand telegrams, it’s their turn to write one!
Their telegram should focus on encouraging a friend to go and see this wonderful play, called Around the
World in 80 Days.
Have them read their telegrams to the class.
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Who is the Thief?
We’re never told with certainty who the thief is in Around the World in 80 Days. So who is it? Let’s say it is Mr.
Phileas Fogg, he doesn’t seem overly concerned about money in that he will spend it to meet his goal and at
times to help others. Does that make stealing the money ok then, if it’s used to help those in need?
Use art (any type) to explore the concepts of morality, thievery and helping those in need. Is it ok to steal if it is
to help others (think of Robin Hood)? Or is stealing a crime no matter the reasons?

Character Analysis – A True English Gentleman
As a class discuss Mr. Phileas Fogg; a true English gentleman.
Some questions to help prompt discussion:
»» How would you describe Phileas?
»» How would you describe his relationship with Passe?
»» What about his relationship with Aouda?
»» Why was he determined to make that bet?
»» What does that say about his character?
»» What is an English gentleman? Describe.
»» What characteristics would an English gentleman possess?
»» What makes one a ‘true English gentleman’? Describe.
After the discussion, students will write a short character analysis about Mr. Phileas Fogg, a true English gentleman.

Extension Activity – An English Gentleman in 1872 vs 2017
Mr. Phileas Fogg may have been a true English gentleman in 1872, but what does that mean in 2017? Do any
of those characteristics still hold true? How so?
Ask students to write a short story about Mr. Phileas Fogg in 2017. What is a true English gentleman in 2017?
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A Small World
Ask your students to try and place themselves in 1872 and read the following exchange:
Gent 1
Gent 2
Gent 1
Gent 2
hide.

Oh, the world is big enough to hide one man.
It was once.
What? Has the world grown smaller?
Indeed it has. Progress has made it smaller. And a smaller world offers fewer places for the villain to

Now read it again, but ask them to place themselves back into 2017.
Discuss their experiences.
Some questions to help get the discussion started:
»» Was the world smaller in 1872 than it is now? Explain.
»» List reasons why the world was smaller in 1872.
»» List reasons why the world is smaller in 2017.
»» How would one have hidden in 1872?
»» Would it have been easy or would it be easier now to hide?
»» How does technology play a role in this?
»» What types of technological advances in 1872 would have played a part in helping someone hide?
»» What types of technological advances in 2017 would help someone hide?
»» Do you think it would be easier to hide in 1872 or in 2017?
After the discussion is complete, ask students to write a paper answering the following question:
»» Was the world smaller in 1872 or is it smaller now, in 2017?
To support their viewpoint, they should include:
• Description of both the world in 1872 and in 2017.
• Compare and contrast 1872 and 2017 to support their opinion
• A focus on technological advances
• Cite research and sources
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Your World Trip
If you had 80 days to travel around the world, where would you go?
Have a brief discussion with your class about their world trip and how to plan one.
Some questions to help prompt discussion:
»» If you could go anywhere in the world, where would you go and why?
»» How would you plan your trip around the world in 80 days?
»» Have you ever planned a trip? Explain.
»» What type of planning is involved in planning a trip (mode of transport, lodging etc. . .)?
Using their creativity and imaginations, students will individually plan their own world trip.
The intent is for this to be mainly a graphic-based activity and students should include the following:
• A world map
• Photos
• Brochures
• Modes of transportation
They should also consider how they will put their whole package together, for example it could be in a scrapbook, a memory box, a blog etc. . . .

Alternate Activity: Around the Game We Go
With students in small groups they will create a game (board game, video game etc. . .) based on Around the
World in 80 Days. Their game should be based in 2017 and they should have a finished product to show the
class.
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Around the World in 2017
As a class, discuss the time period that Around the World in 80 Days is set in.
Some questions to help prompt discussion:
• Why is it called the Victorian Era?
• Why is the Victorian Era so important?
• How does the time period play a role in the story?
• List some attributes of the Victoria Era?
• List some of the obvious differences between 1872 and now.
• List some of the less obvious differences between 1872 and now.
• Can you name some similarities between 1872 and present day?
When the discussion is complete, ask students to remake Around the World in 80 Days. Their remake will essentially be a short story of Around the World in 80 Days . . . in 2017. They should be creative and have fun with
it and include a twist or too! Perhaps Mr. Phileas Fogg and Passe time travel to 2017. Or maybe the whole story
is written as a thriller. Encourage them to take it as far creatively as they can and to have fun!

Alternate Activity: A Different Period
Have students choose a different time period or era in history to set their Around the World in 80 Days short
story.
Some ideas:
• Ancient Greece
• Middle Ages
• Renaissance
• Roaring Twenties
• Gilded Age
Similar to the activity above, students will adapt Around the World in 80 Days based on the time period they’ve
chose to set it in. To change it up a bit, ask students to create two or three pictures to enhance the time period.
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